
 

 

Kanata Art Club online      Andrea Mossop on Zoom 
Saturday February 5, 2022   9-12 (studio time online until 3 with instructor access) 

Sunday February 6, 2022     9-12 
 
 

Painting The Light of the Seasons 
Learn how to capture the shimmer of sunlight in the Canadian seasons.  
Inspired by sunlight in paintings by Canadian Impressionists, this is a colour class. Learn 
how to have a methodical colour conversation with yourself to mix sun-light and shadow-
light within a rainbow palette, to play the complementary colours, to create glimmer and 
dappled light with cool and warm for highly tinted luminosity. Take the day to paint with 
us from your home studio. 
Inspired by the exhibition Canadian Impressionism New Horizons (36 artists over 5 
decades, 100+ works) at the National Gallery of Canada Jan 21 - Jun 12, we will study 
examples of these artists' paintings in a slideshow. I will focus on those artists we have 
seen less often, the vision of our undaunted female artists and the remarkable colour 
work of Canadian painters' field sketches. This workshop is an opportunity to deepen your 
experience in colour and in this technique of the love of painting. Medium of choice. All 
levels. 



 

 

 
 
 
You will learn: 

• the effects of white or colour toned grounds as a surface for light 

• how to mix colours through four key questions 

• how to work cool and warm colours of near and equal value for effects of shadow and 
light  

• how loose brushwork adds energy to dappled sunlight and shimmering shadows 

• how the Impressionist way of painting is significant in contemporary painting and in 
your own painting. 

 
 
What we will do: 

In advance of the workshop, you will receive reading materials and internet links regarding the 

project, and a supply list in order to be ready for Saturday morning. 

 

Saturday 

9:00-9:45  intro/ slideshow and demo.   
9:45-10:00  coffee  break and stretch, prep to paint 
10:00-11:30 painting time with access to instructor feedback 
11:15   email photo of your painting to this point  
11:45-12:00 discuss the progress of the project adding guidelines for painting today 
12:00-1:00 lunch    Zoom left open if you wish  to chat with colleagues 
1-3:00  optional independent studio time - paint with access to Andrea on Zoom or 
  in chat box or by email with photo of your painting.  
3:00   email me image of your painting so I can make a slideshow overnight 
 
Sunday 
9:00-9:30  slideshow of your works, further examples of Canadian Impressionists,  
   how to achieve finishing touches  
9:30-11:00 paint/ end in final image 



 

 

11:15-12:00 final slideshow, summary and celebration 
 
 

Supply List 

 
Please set yourself up online so that I can see the painting 

developing on your easel. This is optional, but it is remarkable how 

much I can appreciate what you are doing by being able to see you 

painting. 

 
Notebook or sketchbook for notes. 

 

Provide for yourself a reference for complementaries, near 

complementaries and split-complementaries by having at hand a 

colour wheel if you own one; alternatively, print one off from the 

net or sketch one out for yourself in coloured pencils or paint .  

 

Paint: your choice of medium: oil paint (recommend no solvent, no mineral spirits, no turpentine); 

water-based oil paint; acrylic; watercolour; gouache. 

 

Demonstrations will be in oil. To those interested, information on how to use traditional oil paints 

in an environment-considerate and body-friendly way without solvent can be forwarded by email: 

In the subject line, please request Oil Painting Handout mailto:andreamossop@me.com.  

 

Oil and acrylic painters:  

Choose the following colours from your regular kit of paints. You are in your home studio, so all 

is at hand.  

For this workshop set out a keyboard of rainbow colours, the colour wheel plus white: 

• 2 yellows e.g. hansa yellow; cadmium yellow pale and lemon. 

• 2 reds: a bright red such as cadmium red light or vermilion; and alizarin crimson or equivalent 

magenta;  

• orange can be mixed from yellow and red; consider Indian yellow a transparent orange 

• ultramarine blue; plus one or two other blues of your choice  such as cerulean 

• violet (dioxazine or cobalt);  

• greens: viridian for sure, and one or two others such as permanent, sap, emerald. 

• white: your choice: the more translucent whites carry the light and use less colour pigment to 

tint-  soft mixing white, flake white hue, zinc white. Titanium more opaque but fine too. 

•  

Brushes:. 

So that you can switch off to a different brush for a different colour e.g. a brush for blues, a brush 

for yellows etc., bring about 6 brushes in various sizes: one broad 1-2" brush for laying in 

underpainting colour in broad sweeps if you choose to underpaint, 3-4 mid-sized brushes (#4-8s)  

in filbert and rounds  to one  or two smaller/ detail brush (#1 or 2).  The size of the brushes is 

always related to the size of your canvas. 

mailto:andreamossop@me.com


 

 

Hogs bristle brushes for oil painters - their stiffness is what makes the "taches" or broken 

brushstrokes of the Impressionists. 

 

Palette of choice.  

Painting knife. 

Rags: cloth rags for oil painters (to be left open or outside after use to air dry); baby wipes are 

great for cleaning off your hands, pinching off your brushes, a swatch of carpet is also marvellous 

for swiping off your brush between colour nuance changes. Clean up oil brushes with detergent 

and water or very effectively, Murphy's Oil Soap available at Dollarama or grocery store and water. 

 

Medium: you may find you do not require any medium, but if you do choose from: 

 Acrylic painters: please bring acrylic glazing medium or fluid matt medium.  

 Oil painters: walnut oil or linseed oil, either is all the medium you may need.   

 Gamblin's Solvent-Free Gel. Or no medium, as oil paints now come out of the   

 tube at a malleable consistency for this  kind of paintng.  

 

Optional beginning to a larger painting, which you can do in advance of the class if you wish:  an 

"underpainting" = a way of loosely marking in the painting by blocking in areas of light. Oil 

painters will find it easier to use three colours (red, yellow, blue)  of acrylic diluted to a pale 

transparent wash for their underpainting. Alternatively, one or two colours of water-based oil 

which can be slightly diluted with water for their underpainting. Both of these will provide quick 

drying bases for broad sketching in painting and sweeps of colour to lay in an impression.  

 

Canvases:  

 

2 small (8x10”) surfaces of any sort = dollar store canvases, canvas boards, birch veneer boards 

primed or even paper, simply for technique practice. Warm-ups for your "dance moves" and to 

emulate field sketches or small studies. 

 

One larger canvas: size of your choice and format shape of your choice,  corresponding to your 

subject matter.  You may go as large as you wish to commit to your image and the fun of 

painting.Consider the size of your brushes relative to the size of your canvas. 

 

Subject matter:   

 

The subject matter is your choice.  Pick two seasons, e.g. winter and spring or summer. Painted 

sketches of the two different seasons will be done rapidly in the morning on the small surfaces as 

a way of feeling your way into the subject. Then take one up onto the larger surface emulating 

your spontaneity of the smaller work. 

 

Bring photo reference material for your subject, or use a sketch or a plein air painted sketch of 

your own that you would like to develop as a painting. 

 

I look forward to working with you,   

Andrea 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


